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and

and

Alaa, Salma, Abdel Wahab and Merriam visited us.



or

We can visit the pyramids, the citadel, the museum or the zoo. 

history  -  freedom  -  life  -  information

The history of Lebanon   
A cat has nine lives. 

cheese  -  coffee -  meat  

 

––

 

––

it

She drove a black old car. 

He wore a black old shirt. 

they



 

 

 

I feel a strong pain in my legs. 

scissors 

trousers

You–––

–they

––

it

––––

–whowhat

–whose

The woman whose eyes are green



––––––––

(this – that – those – these)

this bookthis boy

those – these

these birdsthose pens 

fat boynice girl 

clever boy      

clever boys     

clever girl      

clever

The man in the red car is my father.

more beautiful



 

interested in 

–

Possessive or article

Quantity 

General 

size 

shape 

age 

color  

pattern  

material  

nationality  

adjectival nouns   

 * A tall thin man visited my father yesterday. 

 

 * I repaired my old black American car. 

 

 * Adel sold five green metal farming vessels. 

 

adverbs

quicklyranHe ran quickly. 

extremely richHe is extremely rich.



look at 

 look into  

 look for 

–look after 

 to be

Ahmed is an excellent engineer.

 

They have just arrived from Kena.

She has not finished her homework yet.

 to eat   -   to run   -   to learn  

To watch a football match is my best pleasure. 

Sahar prefers to read science books.



Tarek travelled to America to study computer science. 

what – where – how – when 

Umar was awkward and did not know what to do. 
The trainer taught us how to swim. 

–ing

Driving is my favorite hobby.

I like cooking. 

Marwa is not interested in reading. 

Esmail  owns a cleaning center. 

 

The conference was attended (by the president).  

 

 “by”

The cake was eaten by Tamer. 



 

Happy Life

 

connotations

Pompeii

 



 to spread the secret 

to spill the beans -  to let the cat out of the bag 

– 

 

to burn one’s boats 

to beat one's breast

 wellwell

–

 

warbler

king fisher 

    flamingo

–



 

UN

UNESCO

yuppies  young urban professional persons 

 

yummies  Young Upwardly Mobile Marxists   

 

dinkies  Double Income – No Kids      

 

As broad farce surrendered to cloying melodrama, with its 

fitful bouts of frenzied shouting, wooden acting, and intermittent 
violent scenic effects, we were subjected to savage tickling, 
sentimental pleading, emotional blackmail, religious pandering, 

vehement exhortation and downright bullying.  



 

More than a million refugees, many dying of starvation 

and exposure, crammed the mountainous roads out of the country 
yesterday.   

 



Some said that they experienced such a degree of shock 

at the announcement of a visit after months of total isolation 
that they were quite unable to communicate with their families 

during such visits. 

 So … … that 

………………… 

She was so beautiful that he asked for her hand. 

 It

It is necessary that you look after your family. 

 interesting

 rather

It is a rather boring play.   



I’d rather go now.   

 

The hands and feet of the man.

 Relative Clause

The doctor who I consulted last month 

The doctor who I consulted him last month

 However

There are many reasons, however, which prevent Alan from  

travelling tomorrow. 

 

my uncles' houses 

his friends' cars

the houses of my uncles 

   the cars of my friends

 enough

It is good enough 

–



 s

s

mathematics – statistics

s

yi

Three Marys and eight Henrys have reigned in England.  

 all–any–other

Al-Ahram has a largest circulation of any newspaper. 

 largest any

Al-Ahram has a largest circulation of all newspapers. 

Al-Ahram has a larger circulation than any newspaper. 

Al-Ahram has a larger circulation than any other newspaper. 

 

 The Split Infinitive

He asked me to sincerely advise him in that matter. 

 



 laid laid  lay 

lain  lay  lie

 

I, myself, however, will, most certainly, do what you ask. 

I myself, however, will most certainly do what you ask. 

He, too, I am glad to say, will if possible be present.  

He too, I am glad to say, will if possible be present.  

They talked about many subjects- drama art literature and  

music in particular. 

They talked about many subjects- drama, art, literature and  
music in particular. 

 

alter :  change :  

allow: permit : 



amount: number : 

answer : reply : 

ancient: old :  

abstain: refrain : 

abdicate: resign : 

ability: skill : 

addicted : accustomed : 

admit : confess: 

ample : plenty : 

amusement: recreation : 

accept : acknowledge : 

-  Adam Gadsby & others, Longman Active Study 
Dictionary,   

    Longman, London, 2002. 

 


